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A picturesque way to see a large network of links shared by many infinitesimally small

selfish users is as a large pipeline infrastructure with users as liquid molecules flowing into

it. When the owner of such a selfishly congested network tries to improve its flow speed,

the common sense suggests to focus and fix links that seem older and slower. Contrary to

this belief, Braess’s paradox illustrates that destroying a part of a network, even of the most

expensive infrastructure, can improve its performance. So a wise owner should take steps

cautiously and benefit by exploiting the nature of this paradox.

There are a few natural approaches for improving network performance. A simple

approach, not requiring any network modifications, is Stackelberg routing. The network

owner dictatorially controls a small fraction of flow, aiming to improve the induced

routing performance of the remaining selfish flow. Unfortunately, there are examples of

unboundedly bad performance under any possible control attempt made by the owner.

Another side-effect is that the dictatorially controlled flow is usually sacrificed through

slower paths, compared to the latency faced by the remaining free flow. An alternative

approach is to introduce economic incentives, usually modeled as flow-dependent per-

unit-of-flow tolls, that influence the users’ selfish choices toward improving performance.

However, the idea of tolls is not appealing to the users, since large tolls increase the users’

disutility: routing time plus tolls paid.

A simple and easy to implement way out from the above side effects is to exploit the

essence of Braess’s paradox toward improving network performance. In this work we survey

some recent results about this paradox, eluding some recent hardness results under the

most wide and natural assumptions about the link latencies of input network.
c⃝ 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Basics on splittable (Wardrop) flows

Minimum travel time without congestion. Suppose that Mary
wishes to go shopping using the crowded transportation
network of a big city. Departing from her neighborhood s, she
wishes to find a sequence of successive roads, that is, a path,
inducing the minimum travel time to her destination t. This
would be easy, if Mary was the only one to travel through the
entire network. Simply, she looks into the electronic map on
her mobile phone (e-map), and finds the shortest of all the
available paths from s to t.

With congestion. But, she is aware that even the shortest
and straightest road on a map may take “centuries” to walk
through, due to congestion caused by the traffic.

In what follows, she will try to cope with this congestion
issue, by deciding her path in a clever way. Another issue
that puzzles her is that public works may close some roads.
This seems a ruin. As common sense suggests, travel time
will always increase. So, Mary feels hopeless in case of such a
scenario.

Mary has to think andwisely reconsider her initial shortest
path decision which was based on her e-map. She tries to
figure out how her decision will interact with the decisions
made by the other commuters, in a way that it benefits her
own travel time.

At first, she aims to identify those network characteristics,
when considered as empty, that are susceptible to change
due to traffic. It becomes obvious that the time delay
(latency), on any road she decides to walk, increases when
other commuters also decide to walk along it, with a rate
that depends on the road specific characteristics (Fig. 1).
Consequently, road “distances” are not fixed (as in her
e-map), instead, roads become more “distant” as commuters
accumulate on them. Inevitably, all commuters sharing a road
will face the same time delay.

How splittable flows look like. Another issue is that she feels
tiny compared to the whole commuters’ population. As a
consequence, the latency along her current s–t path will not
change if she changes her mind and unilaterally reroutes
through any other path. That is, each commuter is considered
to control an infinitesimally small amount of the whole
traffic. A picturesque way is to see traffic routes through paths
as liquid flows through pipelines, and commuters as liquid
molecules.

Grasping the whole traffic in real-time. Now, she is ready
to cope with the traffic dependent road features mentioned
above, by endowing a latency function per road as in Fig. 2.
Furthermore, Fig. 2 illustrates the drawback of her initial
shortest path decision based on the e-map. At this point,
Mary has reached a critical state of understanding. She
imagines an e-map that grasps the real-time latency induced
by congestion on each network road. Based on her imaginary
e-map (e-Imap), how could she compute her precious path of
minimum latency? This is as easy as her initial shortest path
computation on her e-map. To realize this, notice that, during
any time snapshot, the “road distance” on her conventional
e-map is equivalent to “road latency function value” on her e-
Imap. She has to do the addition in order to find the path
that induces the minimum travel time, exactly at this time
snapshot that Mary is about to depart from place s.

At a first glance, Mary is tempted to believe that her prob-
lem is solved now by virtue of her e-Imap. She is astonished
by her bird eye view of the current congestion over the entire
network (it helps her to select path P1 in Fig. 2). However, she
recalls her father’s advice that such technology achievements
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Fig. 1 – We assume real world latencies, where road e has
strictly increasing latency ℓe(x) with respect to the portion x
of traffic that e receives. Such latency functions are
pervasive in the literature, see [1, pp. 19–20] and also the
recent work in [2].

Fig. 2 – Road e has latency ℓe(x), a strictly increasing
function of the portion x of traffic that e receives. Let (upper)
path P1 : s → u → t and (lower) P2 : s → t. With no traffic,
Mary would prefer path P2, since it is faster than P1 (with
latencies 1 and 4

3 respectively). Suppose that traffic equally
splits amongst paths P1 and P2. Travel time through P1
becomes ℓsv
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=
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6 , while

P2 now becomes slower ℓst

1
2


=


7
4
1
2 + 1


=

15
8 > 11

6 . So,
Mary has to opt for P1.

are normally publicly available. This makes her feel happier,
because her power of grasping the entire network state of
congestion will be shared by all the commuters as well. From
now on, let us assume that all commuters will enjoy, in a
symmetric way, the view of a precious e-Imap, as Mary does.
Never forget: Mary is smart enough, and the tone of her fa-
ther’s voice (an old mathematician) makes her even smarter.
Oneminute’s thought makes her realize that her problem still
remains unsolved.

Why?
Because now all commuters are capable of detecting the

precious path of minimum latency (as path P1 in Fig. 3) in-
duced by the current traffic. A1 number of commuters (cur-

1 Notice that users are free and decide their moves indepen-
dently. Their moves are on a basis of real-life decision making.
They are not disciplined, following a distributed protocol which
Fig. 3 – All in P2 want to reroute through path P1.

Fig. 4 – Now P1 becomes slower than P2.

Fig. 5 – Similarly, P2 becomes slower than P1.

rently misled by the e-map to path P2 in Fig. 3) may use ag-
gressively their e-Imaps and shift to the shorter path (as path
P1 in Fig. 3, also found by Mary). This would increase path la-
tency unpredictably high (as P1 in Fig. 4). Users may endlessly
select (as Figs. 3–5) shortest paths, as hinted by their e-Imaps.

When no one wants to reroute? All suchmigrations will come
to an end only if all commuters become satisfied. Suppose
that there is a traffic allocation where each commuter’s path
is the best option to follow, while (unilaterally) opting for
any other path will yield no decrease to her own travel time.
Such an allocation will be a “resting point” for all commuters:
no one will change their current path, since no e-Imap will
suggest a more appealing path.

It is not obvious to Mary that such a “resting point” exists
in general networks. Also, even if it exists, the “Odyssey”
illustrated in Figs. 3–5 suggests that it is not clear how the
commuters could discover (learn) it, even if all of them can
use e-Imaps (and not just e-maps). Fig. 6 comes to rescue her,
where the existence of a simple “resting point” is indicated
for this particular network. Notice that it is not obvious that
this point can be reached2 (learned) by the commuters, even
if they use e-Imaps. It only illustrates the point stability: once
it is reached, no one will intend to leave.

imposes coordination on their moves, toward a designated traffic
allocation.

2 For this to happen, it would require some kind of coordination
amongst commuters, deciding which portion of them would
reroute through appropriate paths.
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Fig. 6 – Recall the network of Fig. 2. Suppose that although
the whole traffic is initially on P1, it gradually shifts
through P2. The corresponding path latencies can be
viewed as the above colored plots. The green (and red) plot
is the latency of path P1 (and P2, respectively) when it
receives a portion x (and 1 − x, respectively) of traffic, with
x ∈ [0,1]. The allocation where P1 has a x∗ =

17
33 portion of

traffic induces equal path latencies. This allocation of traffic
is a “resting point”, since no commuter has incentive to
move to any other path. (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)

It is well known that such “resting points” correspond to
Wardrop Equilibria (WE) [3]. In Section 4.1 we define WE
formally and in 5 we review methods of computing efficiently
such equilibria on arbitrary networks. As illustrated above,
an interesting topic is how the population can learn such
equilibria, an Evolutionary Game Theory perspective [4], but we
will not discuss further this topic here.

1.2. User’s selfish optimum vs social optimum

Mary is aware that in many cases, while no one is willing to
change the state of an affair, the state may not be the best
possible in terms of total satisfaction, see Example 1.

Example 1 (Prisoners’ Dilemma). Two rational suspects A and
B are interrogated in isolation by the police for a crime they
have committed. Each onemay remain “silent” or “confess” to
the police. If both remain “silent”, staying loyal to each other,
they will only get 2 years harmless imprisonment (Table 1
lower-right entry). But, if exactly one “confesses” then he will
be set free even earlier, in 1 year, while the poor “silent” one
will stay in for 5 disastrous years (Table 1 lower-left, or upper-
right entry). Finally, if accidentally both “confess”, each of
them will get 4 years imprisonment (Table 1 upper-left entry).

The social cost is the total number of years spent by the
two suspects when they follow a given pair of strategies. By
inspection, the optimum social cost is 2 + 2 = 4 when both
cooperate and play “silent” (Table 1, down-right entry). But,
Table 1 – The pair of values per entry show the
corresponding days of imprisonment that each suspect
receives.

this is a very risky point, that is, each of them is afraid of the
other’s possible defection.

To see this, suppose that “good guy” A is determined to
stay loyal to “so and so” B, spending 2 years in jail, patiently
serving “social happiness” (Table 1 upper-right entry). Then
B can take advantage of A’s nice commitment. Under these
circumstances, B has strong incentive to betray A. That is,
now B becomes desperate to fly free awaymuch earlier, in just
1 year. Therefore this scenario is unlikely to occur because of
A’s rationality.

The only stable point (wrt their rationality) is when both
suspects “defect”, each one spending 4 years in jail (Table 1,
upper-left entry). It is easy to see that at this point no suspect
has incentive to unilaterally change his strategy. Unfortu-
nately this point, despite its stability, has social cost 4+4 = 8,
which remarkably is twice worse than the optimum cost.

Optimization Problem: the key casting. In turn, Mary thinks
that in some networks there are traffic allocations, that
although no one is willing to reroute, are less favorable.
Such a bad scenario is illustrated in Fig. 7. Mary wishes to
realize the law that governs the phenomenon of Fig. 7: while
each commuter moves faster in Fig. 7 (up), they all decide
to aggressively reroute as in Fig. 7 (down), unfortunately
inducing slower travel time. In Mathematics, when you try to
achieve the best solution satisfying your goal, you can cast
this in terms of an optimization problem. Perhaps, a good
idea for her could be to try and identify the objectives of the
corresponding optimization problems, governing the traffic
allocations in Fig. 7.

The network optimization problem. The traffic allocation in
Fig. 7 (right) minimizes the total travel time: the sum of travel
times over all commuters. As a result it yields a more social
traffic allocation, called network optimum. In general, network
optimum flow induces unfair path latencies, with some
commuters sacrificed through slower paths. For example in
Fig. 2 the optimum flow is 19

33 through upper path P1 and

the remaining 14
33 through lower path P2. Notice in Fig. 2 that

unlucky commuters on path P1 go slower than the lucky ones
on P2. In contrast, the corresponding “resting point” in this
figure is fair, inducing to all commuters the same travel time.
However, it increases the overall travel cost. At this point, it is
tempting to notice that in Fig. 7 (up) paths P1&P2 have equal
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Fig. 7 – Up: Suppose that traffic from s to t equally splits (blue arrows) to (upper) path P1 : s → v → t and (lower)
P2 : s → u → t. Notice that the “zig–zag” path P3 : s → v → u → t receives no traffic. Paths P1, P2, each has latency
21
2 + 15


+


61
2 + 1


= 20. However, e-Imaps urge all commuters that path P3 has minimum latency 9 < 20. Then P3 is the

most appealing, given the current state of congestion.
Down: By aggressive use of e-Imaps, all commuters now route (red arrow) through path P3. They face latency
3 × (6 + 1) = 21 which is >20 induced by their previous routing. They should better reroute. But, no one wants to move!
Because the e-Imaps hint to them that paths P1, P2 now have latency ≥21. Unhappily, they are trapped into a less favorable
routing, compared to the previous one. This is a WE.
Right: Suppose that each path P1 (upper) and P2 (lower) receive (green arrows) 11

40 of the traffic inducing latency 20.9. Also,

the “zig–zag” path P3 receives 9
20 of the traffic with latency 14.4. This is network optimum routing: no other routing can

improve on its overall cost. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)
latencies, which is fair. The intriguing fact is: all commuters
feel sacrificed by keeping walking through P1&P2, because
they now find path P3 (zig–zag) more appealing.

The user’s optimization problem. The WE in Fig. 7 (down)
are the solution of a selfish optimization, that is, these are
the users’ optimum ones. The objective is to minimize each
commuter’s travel time: no portion of traffic can go strictly
faster by rerouting. But, it seems rather obscure to say “it
minimizes each commuter’s travel time” for the slow travel
time of Fig. 7 (down), when there are strictly faster times in
Fig. 7 (up & right). The key point is that in Fig. 7 (up & right) a
portion of traffic can improve3 on its travel time, while such a
scenario is not possible to occur in Fig. 7 (down).

The above discussion makes clear the controversy amongst
users’ and system optimum. But, despite this controversy,
optimum and WE are close in nature. In fact, optimum flows
can becomeWardrop’s ones if the latencies of the network are
modified appropriately.

3 In Fig. 7 (up), a portion δ > 0 of traffic can get travel time <20 by
rerouting through “zig–zag” path P3. A similar situation appears in
7 (right).
1.3. Pareto efficiency: a way out?

A crucial side-effect of Optimal flows (Fig. 7 right) is that some
commuters can improve their travel time destabilizing the
current routing. This is also true for Fig. 7 (up). However, the
previous routings are not users’ optimum routings, as the WE
in Fig. 7 (down). Mary wonders if such destabilization (Fig. 7
up & right) could be avoided by adopting a solution concept
other than Wardrop’s equilibrium. It would be appealing to
find a more general notion of stable routing, reflecting user’s
realistic objectives, while being closer to the social optimum.
An elder friend of her, suggests Pareto efficiency: “A flow is Pareto
efficient if no flow benefits some users further, while the rest ones
become no worse”.

Recall that the disastrous WE (Fig. 7 down) emerged
because users in Fig. 7 (up & right) find appealing to reroute
through path P3. But, network optimum flows (Fig. 7 right) are
always Pareto efficient: rerouting through path P3 is not an
appealing option now. To see this, suppose some commuters
could improve their travel times, while the rest commuters
do not get worse. This would improve social cost (thus,
contradicting its optimality). However, a WE in not always
Pareto efficient.
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At the moment, Mary starts eating her Mum’s pie, feeling
happy for finding a solution concept that stabilizes a socially
optimal routing. But, the pie gives her a new, though annoy-
ing, perspective. Suppose that three friends want to optimally
share a pie. It is Pareto efficient to halve the pie between the
two of them, while the 3rd guy is left hungry. To see that this
is a Pareto optimal sharing, observe that no other sharing can
increase the pie to some friends without decreasing the pie of
the rest friends. Clearly, this sharing is not socially optimum,
in which the pie would be equally shared.

Mary just faced a new side-effect: a routing is possible to
stabilize as Pareto efficient, however without being socially
optimum.

1.4. Price of Anarchy (PoA): measuring the inefficiency of
selfish routing

As discussed in previous sections, selfish behavior usually in-
creases the social cost of routing on a network G. This obser-
vation in not a new one. But, quite recently a popular measure
of quantifying this inefficiency – as an appropriate ratio – was
introduced by Koutsoupias and Papadimitriou [5]. This ratio
equals:

PoA of G =
cost of worst WE of selfish routing on G

cost of optimum routing on G

= ρ(G) (1)

and was originally termed as Coordination Ratio [5] while
shortly was renamed as Price of Anarchy (PoA) [6]. The denom-
inator stands for a disciplined scenario: everyone must route
optimally wrt overall system cost, avoiding any attempt to op-
timize her own benefit. Thus, the denominator is characteris-
tic of the way that network resources are structured, and of
the optimal flow routing on these, dictated by a central au-
thority. But, the value of the numerator reflects the tragedy of
selfish behavior: it may increase significantly higher than the
denominator, measuring the performance loss of the system.

From an algorithmic standpoint, the ratio (1) is reminis-
cent to the approximation ratio α(I) that measures the perfor-
mance of an algorithm on input I a problem Π [7]:

α(I) =
cost of an algorithmic solution on I

cost of the optimum solution I

in terms of its ability of computing a solution for an
optimization problem which is guaranteed to be close to the
best possible one.

Example 2. The routing instance of the network in Fig. 7 has
a unique WE (Fig. 7 down) with cost 3 × (6 + 1) = 21. The
optimum cost of the system (Fig. 7 right) is 2×

11
40 ×20.9+

9
20 ×

14.4 =
719
40 . Thus the PoA equals the ratio 21

719
40

=
840
719 > 1.

1.5. Improving PoA by destroying the network: Braess’s
paradox

A great surprise. Mary is desperate, she wants to destroy the
network in Fig. 7 that caused all this loss of performance.
Her anger is focused on path P3, which is so misleading for
the commuters. But, in Example 3 a great paradox arises by
destroying path P3 (via deleting road v → u).

Example 3. The selfish routing when considered in the
simplified network (Fig. 7 up, without v → u) decreases each
user’s latency to 20, by equally splitting the traffic through
upper & lower paths P1 & P2. Observe now that the induced
WE has selfish cost 1

220 +
1
220 = 20 (Fig. 7 up, without v → u).

This WE cost is closer to the optimum cost 719
40 of the initial

system (Fig. 7 right). Thus, comparing to the PoA 21
719
40

=
840
719

computed in Example 2, the deletion of road v → u improves
the PoA to 20

719
40

=
800
719 .

A greater surprise. In Example 3 appropriate edge deletions
improved selfish routing, decreasing the PoA in (1). Can this
drop on the PoA be the largest possible, achieving PoA= 1? We
illustrate below that this is possible, by only applying minimal
tuning on some latency functions of Example 3.

Example 4. In the network of Fig. 8 edge deletions can induce
a WE that coincides to the optimum routing on the initial
network. This is the best possible: the induced PoA = 1.

This is an ideal operating point where all users are selfish
while maximizing the overall satisfaction.

The phenomena illustrated in Examples 3 and 4 correspond
to the famous Braess’s Paradox presented in [8].

Mary feels rather cautious now. Is this paradox an artifact
of her intellectual curiosity? Could this paradox only occur in
hypothetical and simple networks as the one in Examples 3
and 4, designated just for Mathematician’s pleasure? So, she
has to figure out if this paradox is pervasive in real world net-
works.

It occurs in almost all real world networks. To this end, she
finds a vast amount of published work on this paradox and
how likely this is to occur in real world networks. To name a
few, a famous article of NY Times [9] illustrates that on Earth
Day the authorities of NY decided to close the 42d Street, one
of the most congested streets of the city. Many thought that
this would lead to a disastrous & historic traffic jam. Instead,
the traffic actually improved! In this article, Prof. J.E. Cohen
and F. Kelly are interviewed and point out that this paradox
occurs at least half of the time. They also mention an analo-
gous phenomenon for the City of Stuttgart at 1969. A similar
article of The Guardian [10] illustrates an example with Seoul,
the capital of South Korea. The work in [11] constructs ran-
dom networks trying to explain how likely this paradox is to
occur. Using very broad assumptions on the underlying dis-
tribution, it seems that the paradox occurs, not only at least
half of the times, but, with high probability. She also reads in
Nature that this paradox is also pervasive inmany other areas,
such as mechanical, electrical and biological systems [12].

A cheapest way to improve a network. The paradox preva-
lence in real networks suggests a reasonable and cheap way
of improving the PoA of a network. You do not have to pay for
improving some roads, you only have to close some of the ex-
isting ones! But such deletions need care, otherwise an even
worse traffic jamwould be induced on the simplified network.
In Example 3 only the deletion of road v → u (amongst all pos-
sible 25 edge deletions) can improve the PoA. Furthermore, in
Example 4 the most severe manifestation of the paradox is
incurred, yielding the greatest improvement on PoA.

Such important graphs containing a subgraph inducing the
greatest drop on common latency, as illustrated in Example 4,
are defined as Paradox-ridden in [13, Cor. 5.3.6].
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Fig. 8 – Up: The network optimum is achieved when traffic from s to t equally splits (blue arrows) to (upper) path
P1 : s → v → t and (lower) P2 : s → u → t. Each path has latency


21
2 + 15


+


61
2 + 1


= 20. The WE routes through the

“zig–zag” path P3 : s → v → u → t receiving all the traffic. The WE latency is 3 × (6 + 1) = 21 > 20 induced by the optimum
routing.
Down: Deleting road u → v the induced WE coincides to the optimum routing of the initial network, thus it achieves the
best possible PoA = 1. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
Mary’s obstacle is combinatorial: the number of subgraphs
that can be induced by edge deletions is exponential on
the number m of edges of the input network. Each such
subgraph induces its own WE with its particular travel
time. Thus, finding the precious subgraph of the minimum
common latency may require an exhaustive search amongst
exponentially many subgraphs.

Despite this exponential explosion of search space, Mary
is aware of many problems whose clever algorithms do
find their way, among the possible candidate solutions, in
polynomial number of steps.

1.6. The hardness of detecting paradox-ridden networks

A recent negative result [13, Th. 5.3.5] shows that even
approximating paradox-ridden graphs beyond the 4

3 factor is
at least as hard as solving the NP-hard problem 2 DIRECTED

DISJOINT PATHS (2DDP): “Given a directed graph G(V, E) and
distinct vertices si, ti ∈ V, i = 1,2 are there two si–ti paths Pi, with
i = 1,2, such that paths P1 and P2 share no vertex”?

Example 5. We rework here the result [13, Th. 5.3.5] showing
how 2DDP reduces to the problem of approximating paradox-
ridden graphs beyond ratio 4/3. Fig. 9 illustrates how an
arbitrary instance of 2DDP is mapped to a selfish routing
instance. This construction has a pair of fundamental
properties:

• Suppose that the dotted subgraph is a “yes” instance of
2DDP. Then it contains a subgraph H such that routing unit
flow from s to t through H induces latency 3

2 .
To see this, subgraph H consists only of the pair si–ti of

paths Pi with i = 1,2, which are vertex disjoint. Clearly, by
sending from s, an 1/2 of flow through each path Pi, to t
will induce latency 1 + 1/2 = 3/2.

• Suppose that the dotted subgraph is a “no” instance of
2DDP. Then it contains no subgraph H such that routing
from s to t through H induces latency <2.

Subgraph H either contains exactly one si–ti path Pi, or
contains both P1 and P2. In the 1st case, all unit flow must
route from s, through the corresponding path Pi, to t, thus
inducing latency 1 + 1 = 2. In the 2nd case, P1 and P2 are
not vertex disjoint. Then the path from s, through s2–t1
path, to t, will always be appealing to the unit flow, thus
inducing latency 1 + 1 = 2.

Now we are ready to show that a polynomial time
algorithm A that approximates paradox-ridden graphs
with ratio < 4

3 would decide the 2DDP problem.
Suppose that A returns subgraph HA with common

latency L(HA) ≥ 2. We need to show that the
corresponding 2DDP instance is “no”. To reach a
contradiction, suppose that 2DDP is a “yes” instance. By
the 1st bullet above, there is subgraph H with edge disjoint
paths P1, P2 with common latency L(H) = 3/2. Let H∗ the
optimal subgraphminimizing the common latency, clearly
L(H) ≥ L(H∗). Then the approximation ratio of A would be:

L(HA)

L(H∗)
≥

2
L(H∗)

≥
2

L(H)
=

2
3
2

=
4
3

which contradicts the assumption about the approxima-
tion ratio of A.

Suppose that A returns subgraph HA with common la-
tency L(HA) < 2. We need to show that the corresponding
2DDP instance is “yes”. To reach a contradiction, suppose
that 2DDP is a “no” instance. By the 2nd bullet above, we
reach a contradiction, since ∀H it holds L(H) ≥ 2.
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Fig. 9 – An arbitrary 2DDP instance is enclosed in the
dotted rectangle (blue subgraph). It is crucial that in this
blue subgraph all edges (roads) have latency 0. This 2DDP
instance is mapped to an s–t routing instance by adding the
new nodes s and t and by augmenting the 4 new edges
with latencies as above (red subgraph). (For interpretation
of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)
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travel time=2  travel time= 3/2

0

Fig. 10 – A network similar to the one in Fig. 8 with
analogies to the 2DDP problem.

In addition, it is helpful to see in Fig. 10 below, a “toy”
version of the above Fig. 9, which is reminiscent of the
previous example of bad routing in Fig. 8.

But, all real world paradox-ridden networks are easy to
detect. Recall the elementary way that Mary detected the
subgraph inducing optimum routing in Example 4. She just
deleted edge v → u, thus making the “misleading” path P3
useless for the aggressive users. Mary now wants to figure
out hardness reasons of detecting arbitrary paradox-ridden
instances in Example 5.

She notices that the blue subgraph in Fig. 9 has all the
edges with 0 latency. She thinks that, while this is unrealistic
to assume in real world networks, it is a crucial technicality
for the reduction to work and prove the hardness result on
a theoretical basis. Hence, the puzzling issue is to realize
the key point of this assumption. A direct consequence
derived from this assumption is that many different routings
of flow would be either users’ optimum ones or network
optimum ones. Informally, an arbitrary commuter, while
being optimally (or selfish) routed, can change many parts
(subpaths) of her current path, with no increase in her travel
time (because these subpaths contain edges with latency 0).

The existence of many optimal (or WE) flows is not
possible in real world networks, as the one in Fig. 7, where
s
tG

Fig. 11 – The dotted area represents an arbitrary network
with strictly increasing latencies.

all the edges are endowed with strictly increasing latencies

(Fig. 1). In such a realistic network, Mary would be capable to

“see” the corresponding unique optimum and WE flows and

realize if it is possible to delete those edges (as edge v → u

in Fig. 7) that “mislead” the optimum flow toward the WE

one. In particular, the way that paradox-ridden graphs can be

efficiently detected is illustrated in Example 6.

Example 6. Let G an arbitrary s–t network in the dotted area

in Fig. 11, with distinguished source vertex s and destination t.

All edges of G are endowed with strictly increasing latencies,

which is a realistic assumption, see Fig. 1.

• Compute the unique optimum flow o on G.

• Delete each edge e of G with flow oe = 0 wrt optimum flow

o (e receives no flow). Let Go the simplified graph.

• Check if the WE on Go coincides with the initial optimum

flow o of G. If so, then the G is paradox-ridden: its subgraph

Go has induced PoA = 1.

However, such detection as in Example 6 was not possible

in previous Example 5. Because the hardness relies on

removing all valuable information that strictly increasing

latencies would provide and only rely on the 2DDP problem.

Perhaps, an analogous way to see how the reduction

of Example 5 works is a similar example [14, Sect. 1]

of constructing a “nonnatural” problem, that cannot be

efficiently approximated within any ϵ > 0. In that example,

the input is a graph G a real number 0 < ϵ < 1 and natural

number k > 0. The goal is to minimize an appropriately

defined function f . In particular, f attains its minimum f(G′) =

1 if G′
⊆ G is a k-clique, otherwise f attains the higher value

f(G′) = 1 + 2ϵ. By f definition, if G has a k-clique then all ϵ-

approximations of this clique would yield theminimum value

f(G) = 1. If G has no such clique, then we get the higher value

f(G) = 1 + 2ϵ. It follows that any efficient ϵ-approximation

algorithm can decide the NP-hard problem of the k-clique.

In Section 6.2 paradox-ridden graphs are efficiently detected

in all real world networks, eluding the negative result of [13,

Corollary 5.3.6]. These results are based in [15]. In what

follows, we generalize this result to more general real world

networks (Section 6.3). Finally, Example 3 is the motivation of

Section 7, where edge deletions can improve the PoA, albeit

not deep enough as to decrease down to PoA = 1.
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Fig. 12 – Places are nodes, source (destination) is s (t).
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Fig. 13 – Roads are the directed edges.
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Fig. 14 – Each edge e has travel cost ℓe(x) on traffic x.

2. Model

2.1. Viewing the roads and places of a city as a graph

We construct the graph G that represents the transportation
network of a given city. Each place of interest in the city is
represented as a node i in the set V = {1, . . . , n} of nodes of
the graph G (Fig. 12). Each road connecting a pair of places
of interest is represented as a directed edge connecting the
corresponding pair of nodes in the graph G. Formally, each
road from a place A to a place B in the city, is represented
as a directed edge e ∈ E in the graph, that is, an ordered pair
e = (i, j) with head i and tail j of distinct vertices i, j ∈ V (Fig. 13).
Distinct edges with the same head and tail are allowed (par-
allel edges). Each edge e ∈ E is endowed with a latency func-
tion ℓe : [0, r] → ℜ

+, measuring the time delay ℓe(x) of traffic
x ∈ [0, r] traversing e (Fig. 14). The latency functions are strictly
increasing (Fig. 1) capturing real world networks. Given a pair
s

t

Fig. 15 – A walk.

s

t

Fig. 16 – An s–t path.

s

t

Fig. 17 – A cycle.

of a fixed source node s and a destination node t (Fig. 12), a posi-
tive amount of traffic r ∈ ℜ wishes to route from node s to t.

Thus, a traffic network is modeled as a directed graph G(V, E)

with vertices (nodes) V = {1, . . . , n} and directed edges (links)
E = {e1, . . . , em} associated with travel costs, defining a single-
commodity network G.

A walk of length k (Fig. 15, dotted arrows) is a sequence
v0, e1, v1, e2, . . . , ek, vk of vertices vi ∈ V, i = 0, . . . , k and
directed edges ei = (vi−1, vi) ∈ E, i = 1, . . . , k. An s–t path is
a walk with no repeated vertex that starts at node s ∈ V and
ends at t ∈ V, i.e. a simple path (Fig. 16). A walk is closed if it
begins and ends with the same vertex and a cycle is a closed
walk with no vertex belonging tomore than two of walk edges
(Fig. 17).
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Table 2 – The edge-path incidence matrix of the
graph in Fig. 18. Its corresponding rows (columns) are
the edges (paths) of the graph. The corresponding paths
are (upper) P1 : s → v → t (lower) P2 : s → u → t (zig–zag)
P3 : s → v → u → t.

2.2. Encoding a graph via an incidence matrix

Here we present useful ways to encode the structure of the
graph as a matrix.

Edge-path incidence matrix. An edge-path incidence matrix P
shows how each path is formed by some edges of the input
graph. More formally

= (πi,j)|E|×|P | (2)

has entry πi,j = 1 iff edge ei ∈ E lies in path Pj ∈ P and πi,j = 0
otherwise (Table 2). A nice introduction to such encodings can
be found in [16] and in the classic book of [17].

Notice that the rows of are m, corresponding to
the edges of the graph, but the columns may be Ω(2m)

corresponding to the exponentially many paths of the graph.
Thus it is difficult to manipulate such large matrices in
many applications of interest. Fortunately, in all cases of real
world instances discussed in this chapter there is a way out
from these Ω(2m) possibilities, by working with considerably
smaller “vertex-edge incidence matrices” presented in the
paragraph below.

Vertex-edge incidence matrix. A vertex-edge incidence matrix K
shows how the vertices connect to the edges of the graph.
Formally, matrix

K = (κi,j)|V|×|E| (3)

has n rows that stand for the vertices in V and m columns that
stand for the edges in E of the graph G. Each entry encodes
the way that edges connect to their endpoints. In particular,
κi,j = −1 if edge ej ∈ E is directed out of vertex vi ∈ V and
κi,j = 1 if edge ej is directed into vertex vi.

The vertex-demand vector

B = (βi)|V| (4)

encodes the constraints for the net flow entering in and
leaving from each vertex i ∈ V. If the vertex i is intermediate,
then the flow-in must equal the flow-out, thus the net flow
equals βi = 0. In addition, if the vertex is s (source) then the
flow-in is 0 while the flow-out is r (the total of flow), thus the
net flow equals βs = −r. Finally, if the vertex is t (destination)
then the flow-in is r while the flow-out is 0, thus the net flow
equals βt = r. Table 3 above illustrates an example.

2.3. Users’ flows

The aim is to model the routing of a great number of
aggressive commuters, deciding their routes in a large city.
In such a crowded and large city, each commuter is to be
considered tiny compared to the total volume of all the
rest. A pictorial way to represent such a selfish routing is
the intuitive notion of a flow. According to Section 1.1, it is
helpful to view traffic routes through paths as liquid flows
through pipelines, and commuters as liquid molecules. More
typically, there is an amount of flow (traffic) r > 0 consisting
of infinitesimally small users that wish to route, through the
directed edges in E, from a fixed source node s toward a
destination node t.

Path-flows. Here we shall see how the flow r > 0 routes
through the paths of the graph, encoded by an edge-path
incidence matrix as in (2). Let P ≠ ∅ the set of distinct s–t
paths in graph G, represented as the columns of matrix
in (2). A Wardrop-flow, or path-flow f , is a way to distribute the
traffic r > 0 on the columns of matrix . That is, a real vector
f = ⟨fP : P ∈ P ⟩ ∈ ℜ

|P |, where fP ≥ 0 is the flow on path P ∈ P ,
see Fig. 18. The total of flow over all paths is

∑
P∈P fP = r. In

symbols:
f ∈ ℜ

|P |
: f ≥ 0 satisfying

−
P∈P

fP = r


. (5)

It is convenient to represent the feasible flows as path-
flow vectors, mainly because the constraints on the variables
are simple. That is, we only require that the variables have
constant sum:

∑
P∈P fP = r and that path-flow variables are

positive: fP ≥ 0, ∀fP ∈ P . More geometrically, the variables
form a feasible set which is a simplex.4

However, a word of caution has already been discussed in
the end of the 1st paragraph of Section 2.2. The price paid
for applying such simple constraints on the variables is their
exponential size. The number of path variables fP, P ∈ P ,
equals the number of available paths, which can be Ω(2m) in
the number m of edges in E.

Another annoying issue of path-flows is that the objective
function of the corresponding optimization problem in
Section 1.2 is not separable5wrt path variables. As it will be
discussed in what follows, separability is the key for solving
efficiently the optimization problems intuitively presented in
Section 1.2.

Edge-flows. This section provides an efficient way of
eluding the main drawbacks of path-flows discussed above.
More precisely, it introduces edge-flows which are easily
representable by a m × n matrix (and not by an Ω(2m) ×

m one, as required in the previous paragraph). Also, edge-
flow variables induce a separable objective function for the
optimization problems intuitively presented in Section 1.2.

Any path-flow f ∈ ℜ
|P | (assigning flow on the paths in P ) is

uniquely converted to an edge-flow g ∈ ℜ
|E| (assigning flow on

the edges in E) by multiplying the path-edge incident matrix
defined in Eq. (2) to f , see also Table 4. That is,

g = × f. (6)

In this way, the given path-flow f ∈ ℜ
|P | induces a unique

edge-flow vector g ≡ ⟨ge : e ∈ E⟩ ∈ ℜ
|E| on the edges e ∈ E, such

4 A set defined by nonnegative constraints on the variables and
the additional constraint that the sum of the variables is constant.

5 A function F which is sum of functions of each individual
variable, that is, F(x1, . . . , xm) =

∑m
i=1 fi(xi).
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Fig. 18 – The traffic r = 1 routes from source s to destination node t through the paths in P = {P1, P2, P3}. That is, through
upper path P1 : s → v → t, lower path P2 : s → u → t and zig–zag path P3 : s → v → u → t. The arrows above illustrate three
cases of path-flows. Up: The path-flow vector is f = ⟨fP1 , fP2 , fP3 ⟩ = ⟨

1
2 , 1

2 ,0⟩. Down: The path-flow vector is

f ′ = ⟨f ′
P1

, f ′
P2

, f ′
P3

⟩ = ⟨0,0,1⟩. Right: The path-flow vector is f ′′ = ⟨f ′′
P1

, f ′′
P2

, f ′′
P3

⟩ = ⟨
11
40 , 11

40 , 9
20 ⟩.
Table 3 – The vertex-edge incidence matrix K (left) and
the vertex-demand vector B (right) of the graph in
Fig. 18. Intuitively, each βi ∈ B is the sum of flows
injected into node vi ∈ V minus the sum of flows leaving
vi. Thus, intermediary nodes must have net flow 0,
while source (and destination) must have −r (and r).

that ge =
∑

P∈P :e∈P fP. In words, per edge e ∈ E the edge-flow
vector component ge sums all path-flows traversing edge e.
Finally, each feasible edge-flow vector g = ⟨ge : e ∈ E⟩ ∈ ℜ

|E|

must further satisfy the flow-in and flow-out conservation
constraint per vertex i ∈ V:

⟨g ∈ ℜ
|E|

: g ≥ 0 satisfying K× g = B⟩ (7)

where vertex-edge incidence matrix K = (κi,j)|V|×|E| and
the vertex-demand vector B = (βi)|V| were described in
Section 2.2, respectively in Eqs. (3) and (4), and discussed in
detail in Table 3.

Path-flows, edge-flows. As stated above, a path-flow f ∈ ℜ
|P |

induces a unique edge-flow ⟨ge : e ∈ E⟩ ∈ ℜ
|E|

= × f . The
converse is not true [17, Th. 3.5]. Given an edge-flow ⟨ge : e ∈ E⟩

a corresponding path-flow is commonly referred to as its path
decomposition.
Table 4 – Multiplying the edge-path incidence matrix
of the graph in Fig. 18 by the path-flow f ∈ ℜ|P | induces
a unique edge-flow vector g ≡ ⟨ge : e ∈ E⟩ ∈ ℜ|E| on the
edges e ∈ E. The arrows above illustrate three cases of
path-flows. Up: The path-flow vector f = ⟨fP1 , fP2 , fP3 ⟩

= ⟨
1
2 , 1

2 ,0⟩ induces the edge-flow vector
g = ⟨gsv, gsu, gvu, gvt, gut⟩ = ⟨fP1 + fP3 , fP2 , fP3 , fP1 , fP2
+ fP3 ⟩ = ⟨

1
2 , 1

2 ,0, 1
2 , 1

2 ⟩. Down: The path-flow vector
f ′ = ⟨f ′

P1
, f ′

P2
, f ′

P3
⟩ = ⟨0,0,1⟩ induces the edge-flow vector

g′ = ⟨1,0,0,1,0⟩. Right: The path-flow vector
f ′′ = ⟨f ′′

P1
, f ′′

P2
, f ′′

P3
⟩ = ⟨

11
40 , 11

40 , 9
20 ⟩ induces the edge-flow

vector g′′ = ⟨
11
40 +

9
20 , 11

40 , 9
20 , 11

40 , 11
40 +

9
20 ⟩.

The converse is problematic because there are edge-flows
that cannot be decomposed to path-flows. To see this, first
recall that any path-flow vector f assigning a portion fP
of the total traffic r on each path P ∈ P must satisfy∑

P∈P fP = r. Now, consider an arbitrary edge-flow that
circulates (intuitively, traps) some of the total traffic along
a cycle of the underlying graph G. It is obvious that this
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trapped traffic on the cycle will not be possible to be routed
to any s–t path, which violates the aforementioned constraint∑

P∈P fP = r.
A nice fact, though, is that under the assumption of

realistic latencies (Fig. 1), we can compute user’s or network
optimum flow (Section 1.2), by either working with feasible
edge-flows or path-flows. In the sense that this assumption
eludes the side-effect of circulating traffic: no commuter
would like to be sacrificed by traveling endlessly on a cycle.

In words, the assumption of Fig. 1 readily implies >0
travel costs on any cycle. Thus, if an optimal edge-flow
vector circulates some of the traffic on a cycle (forbidding
its decomposition to a path-flow), exactly due to the positive
travel cost around this cycle, we can get a strictly better edge-
flow, with no traffic on any cycle (decomposable to a path-
flow). More technical details can be found in [1, Section 2.2.2].

2.4. Selfish routing instance

A selfish routing instance is a tuple G = (G(V, E), (ℓe)e∈E, r),
where G(V, E) is a directed network with a source s and a
destination t, ℓe : R≥0 → R≥0 is a nondecreasing latency
function associated with each edge e, and r > 0 is the rate of
traffic entering the network at s and leaving the network at t.
Let n = |V|, let m = |E|, and letP (orPG, whenever the network
G is not clear from the context) denote the (non-empty) set
of simple s–t paths in G. We assume that the edge latency
functions ℓe(x) are continuous, differentiable, and convex in
the interval [0, r]. We mostly focus on linear latency functions
ℓe(x) = aex + be, with rational coefficients ae, be ≥ 0. Such a
linear latency function is constant if ae = 0.

Subnetworks and subinstances. Given a selfish routing
instance G = (G(V, E), (ℓe)e∈E, r), any subgraph H(V, E′), E′

⊆ E,
obtained from G by edge deletions is called a subnetwork of
G. H has the same source s and destination t as G, and the
edges of H preserve their latencies in G. Each instance H =

(H(V, E′), (ℓe)e∈E′ , r), where H(V, E′) is a subnetwork of G(V, E),
is called a subinstance of G.

3. Optimal flows

Let us present now flows that are most preferable in a social
context. To accomplish this, we carefully measure the latency
that a particular user will face by walking the edges one by
one, until she traverses a whole path. Finally, the total cost is
estimated by summing up all such individual costs.

3.1. Flow cost

First, we have to take care of edges. Each edge e ∈ E is
endowed with a latency function ℓe : [0, r] → ℜ

+, measuring
the time delay ℓe(x) of traffic x ∈ [0, r] traversing e (Fig. 14). The
latency functions are strictly increasing (Fig. 1) capturing real
world networks. Also, the latencies are assumed continuous
and semiconvex,6 defined as standard ones in [13]. Important
properties of convexity are deferred to Section 5. Flow fe ≥ 0
on edge e induces edge latency ℓe(fe) ≥ 0.

6 Function ℓe(x) is semiconvex over the domain of x if xℓe(x) is
convex respectively.
Then we proceed to paths. The path latency ℓP(f) of path
P ∈ P on flow f is the latency of all the users’ traversing path
P. It equals the sum of P edge-latencies

ℓP(f) =

−
e∈P

ℓe(fe). (8)

Now, it remains the easy part of calculating the whole cost.
The cost C(f) of flow f measures the total cost, i.e. the sum of
all users’ latencies Given f , fP users face path latency ℓP(f) on
path P, thus, in terms of path-flow vectors, cost C(f) equals to:

C(f) =

−
P∈P

fPℓP(f). (9)

In principle, the total cost is also a sum over the user’s edge-
latencies ℓe(fe). In this way fe users have latency ℓe(fe) per edge
e ∈ E and, in terms of edge-flow vectors, the cost (9) becomes:

C(f) =

−
P∈P

−
e∈P

ℓe(fe)


fP =

−
e∈G

 −
P∈P :e∈P

fP


ℓe(fe)

=

−
e∈G

ℓe(fe)fe. (10)

Nonlinear Program (NLP). Here we write the convex nonlinear

problem, with the objective function in (10) which computes
the optimal flows.

min
f

−
P∈P

−
e∈P

ℓe(fe)


fP = min

f

−
e∈G

ℓe(fe)fe. (11)

Constraints

• If we optimize the lhs of (11) wrt path-flows f then the
feasible set is the simplex (5). Each feasible path-flow f
induces flow fe per edge e ∈ E that satisfies fe = × f ,
with matrix defined in (2).

• If we optimize the rhs of (11) wrt edge-flows f then the
feasible set is described in (7).

It is easy to see that function C(f) in (10) is convex wrt to f ,
as a sum of convex functions. Convex functions have some
nice properties that make their optimization efficient. For
example, any local optimum, efficiently computed by a local
search procedure, is a global one. Also, the optimum value of
the convex function C(f) is unique, although it can be attained
by many optimizing flows f , see Section 5.

3.2. Socially optimal flows

An implication of the convexity of C(f) discussed above is
the existence of its global optimum: the socially optimal flows.
Such flows were informally presented in Section 1.2.

Formally, a socially optimal flow is a feasible path-flow (or
edge-flow) O with cost C(O) minimizing the cost (10). That is,
flow O is the best social one, it minimizes the sum of all users’
latencies.

Flow O may not be unique, although convexity readily
implies that optimal cost C(O) is unique (Section 5).
Intuitively, this may happen when there are edges with
constant latencies (constant edges). In words, we can change
the edge-flow of O assigned only amongst some constant
edges, thus inducing O′

≠ O. But, these edges are constant,
thus travel time on these remains the same. Nothing else
changes: no edge-flow on all strictly increasing edge-latencies
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was affected. In turn, cost C(O′) remains equal to the optimal
cost C(O) computed by (10). This property will turn to be
important on efficiently detecting paradox-ridden graphs that
have been informally described in Section 1.6.

Another issue is that O may induce a routing with not
equal all the path latencies (8), so a part of the flow is
sacrificed through higher path latency than some other part
of flow that currently enjoys routing through faster paths.
That is, there may be a loaded path P1 and another path P2
such that ℓP1 (O) > ℓP2 (O). As a result, O is not stable wrt
selfish routing, since a portion of flow δ ∈ (0, OP1 ] on path P1
will opt to reroute through P2.

4. Wardrop Equilibrium (WE) flows

Below we survey some basic facts about flows in equilibrium.
In addition, the interested reader is recommended to see [18,
Chapt. 18], illustrating a detailed exposition of this fascinating
subject.

4.1. Basic definitions

Users’ selfish objective. On selfish routing, each user will opt
to find the quickest s–t path which is available in the network.
The routing becomes stable when no one can find a quicker
path than the one she is currently walking on. That is, on a
WE f , on every loaded path P1, no amount δ > 0 of path-flow
fP1 is willing to change path P1 and reroute through another
path P2, given that the remaining r − δ flow stays fixed to the
old routing wrt f . This was discussed in an pictorial way in
the last paragraph of Section 1.1 and Fig. 6.

Conversely, f is not aWE path-flow, if there is a path P1 ∈ P
with an amount of flow δ ∈ (0, fP1 ] that can find another path

P2 ≠ P1 with latency strictly better: ℓP1 (f) > ℓP2 (f), wheref coincides to f except that in f a portion δ > 0 of flow
abandoned P1 and now is rerouted through P2. Formally, the

induced flowf is defined as:

f =


fP − δ, if P = P1,

fP + δ, if P = P2,

fP if P ∉ {P1, P2}.

(12)

If no such selfish rerouting scenario is possible, then f is
a WE and the definition below formally outlines the above
discussion.

Definition 1 ([19]). A feasible path-flow f on instance Gis a
WE if ∀P1, P2 ∈ P with fP1 > 0 and ∀δ ∈ (0, fP1 ], it holds

ℓP1 (f) ≤ ℓP2 (f), withf defined in (12).

In the above definition the portion δ > 0 is somewhat
awkward to a non-mathematically interested reader. In the
sense that it is not so easy to grasp the underlying picture,
relating the flow at hand f to the induced f , as well as the
induced path latencies ℓP1 (f) and ℓP2 (f). Fortunately, a more
clear picture arises when we let portion δ → 0 and take
advantage of the continuous and increasing nature of the
latencies. Now observe that, as δ vanishes, eventually flowf will coincide to f , yielding directly ℓP1 (f) ≤ ℓP2 (f). The
above observation now reduces Definition 1 to the simple
implication:
fP1 > 0 ⇒ ℓP1 (f) ≤ ℓP2 (f), ∀P2 ∈ P . (13)

The implication in (13) is the well-known [20,21] Wardrop’s
Principle, stated formally below.

Lemma 1 ([3]). A path-flow f is WE on G iff ∀P1, P2 ∈ Ps-t with
fP1 > 0 it holds ℓP1 (f) ≤ ℓP2 (f).

The definition of a WE flow can be naturally generalized
below to that of an “almost WE” flow.

Definition 2. For some ε > 0, a flow f is an ε-WE flow on
G iff ∀P1, P2 ∈ Ps-t with fP1 > 0 it holds ℓP1 (f) ≤ ℓP2 (f) + ε.

Definition 2 is (up to ε) a more loose version of Lemma 1. In
words, Definition 2 now says that all users on a ε-WE would
be happy as in Lemma 1 (wrt the common latency), but, they
could also afford deviations (of their common latency) within
an additive ε error. Lemma 1 implies that on a WE flow f of
network G of instance G all loaded path have a common latency
L(G) which is at most the latency of any unloaded path. To see
this, suppose that there is a path P2 with latency < L(G). But,
this would violate the implication of (13). Using the common
latency L(G) induced by a WE f we simplify the cost in (10) as:

C(f) =

−
P∈P

ℓP(f)fP = L(G)
−
P∈P

fP = L(G) × r. (14)

4.2. Nonlinear Program (NLP)

Existence of WE flows. We have discussed above the desired
properties of a WE flow, which should stabilize the aggressive
users, but, at this point it is not obvious that such aWE exists.
There may be such bad routing instances with no feasible
flow having the above properties. That is, bad networks with
so inherently selfishly structured links that in any possible
allocation of traffic some users will always have incentive to
change their paths.

The role of this section it to prove that WE flows always
exist for any routing instance.7 This is done in a similar way
by proving the existence of optimal flows in Section 3.2, par-
ticularly, via solving a convex NLP (11). It is well known that a
convex optimization problem always has a solution. In turn,
the idea is to cast the existence ofWE flows to the solutions of
an appropriate convex nonlinear optimization problem (NLP).

This objective function8 may seem as “out of the blue”,
but let us first present this “magic” NLP in (15) below, only
mentioning how close it looks to the NLP (11).

min
f

−
e∈E

∫ fe

0
ℓe(x)dx = min

f
Φ(f). (15)

Constraints

• We optimize wrt edge-flows f with feasible set described
in (7).

7 Given the assumption of standard latency functions defined
in Section 3.1.

8 This objective Φ is commonly known as a Potential function.
The interested reader can find more details on the importance of
such functions for computing equilibria in [22].
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Now we justify intuitively that WE flows correspond to the
solutions of NLP (15). First, observe that the objective in (15) is
a convex function wrt path and edge-flows. By convexity, (15)
attains its unique minimum value Φ(f∗) at a flow f∗. We wish
to show that f∗ is a WE flow satisfying Definition 1.

Let us inspect how Φ(f∗) changes around f∗ if a selfish
portion δ > 0 leaves path P1 to enter P2, inducing flow f∗ as
described in (12). In fact, we wish to show that an arbitrarily
δ-small selfish perturbation of flow f∗, induces a change on
potential Φ that reflects the increase of latency faced by these
δ-selfish migrants. By convexity, Φ(f∗) is a global minimum,
and for any other flow f , it holds Φ(f∗) ≤ Φ(f), thus:

Φ(f∗) ≤ Φ(f∗). (16)

Using elementary calculus, we can approximate Φ(f∗) by
multiplying the change of f∗, measured by δ > 0 shifted from
path P1 to P2, to the rate of change of function Φ at point f∗,
measured by its gradient9 (∇Φ)f∗ at point f∗. In symbols10:

Φ(f∗) + δ × (∇Φ)f∗ ≃ Φ(f∗), with δ × (∇Φ)f∗ ≥ 0 (17)

which is tight as the portion δ > 0 of selfish users becomes
small.

Relating the change of users’ cost to the potential drop.
It remains to show that the change of Φ(f∗), measured by
δ × (∇Φ)f∗ ≥ 0 in (17), implies an increase of latency ℓP1 (f∗) ≤

ℓP2 (f∗), induced by this δ selfish rerouting. To show this, it is
necessary to relate the change rate (∇Φ)f∗ with the change
of path latencies of P1 and P2. The crucial observation is
that the 1st derivative of the objective (15) wrt f turns each

term
 fe
0 ℓe(x)dx into ℓe(fe). Then each such derivative along

any path P equals to its path latency ℓP(f∗) =
∑

e ℓe(f∗
e ).

Furthermore, each edge e ∈ P2 increases its flow by δ thus
contributing δ× ℓP2 (f∗) in the above term δ× (∇Φ)f∗ of (17). On
the other hand, each edge e ∈ P1 decreases its flow by δ thus
contributing −δ× ℓP1 (f∗) in δ× (∇Φ)f∗ . Finally, each e ∉ {P1, P2}

contributes 0 to δ × (∇Φ)f∗ , since its flow does not change. We
conclude:

δ × [ℓP2 (f∗) − ℓP1 (f∗)] = δ × (∇Φ)f∗ ≥ 0 ⇒ ℓP1 (f∗)

≤ ℓP2 (f∗) (18)

as required, since δ > 0. Section 4.3 makes more clear how
this works.

4.3. How the potential works on atomic users

Discrete setting: a clearer perspective. Here we take a
closer look on how a WE can be reached by “climbing
down” the “valley” of the potential function (15). For a non-
mathematically mature reader, perhaps the main difficulty to
grasp the picture stems from the need to work with infinite
calculus. This is inherent to Wardrop’s model, since users
are infinitesimally small. Thus, the only way to see the change
induced to Φ by selfish rerouting is to take Φ 1st derivatives,
which in turn entails the “foggy” linear approximation in (17).
To make the illustration clearer, we temporally remove this

9
∇Φ(fe1 , . . . , fem ) = ⟨

∂Φ
∂fe1

, . . . , ∂Φ
∂fem

⟩.
10 Here δ is an abuse of notation, due to simplicity. In fact, δ is

a vector containing the change of flow per edge, induced by this
δ selfish rerouting from path P1 to P2. In symbols δ = ⟨δe : δe =f∗

e − f∗
e ⟩ ∈ ℜ

m.
assumption, and work with atomic users, each controlling
a non-negligible amount of flow. Thus, we can completely
avoid using derivatives, linear approximations, etc. Instead,
we stay focused to the discrete setting, coping only with finite
changes that can be explicitly written down.

Atomic users’ potential. In this scenario, the only change of
model is that we have n identical users, whereas the edge-
flow fe (or path-flow fP) is the number of users on edge e (or
path P). It is easy to see that each integral term in (15) now
appears as a sum, yielding:

min
f

−
e∈E

fe−
x=1

ℓe(x) = min
f

Φ(f). (19)

The crucial property of the potential (19) can be illustrated
by the following sequential process. Per step t = 0, . . . , t∗,
an arbitrary atomic user reroutes through a faster path, if
available. Let f(0) be the atomic flow11 at step 0. Suppose that
during step 1, user i unilaterally reroutes from path P1 to P2,
inducing flow f(1). A key property of the potential (19) is that
step 1 induces a change to Φ as △Φ = Φ(f(1)) − Φ(f(0)) that
equals i’s cost change △ci = ci(1) − ci(0) = ℓP2 (f(1)) − ℓP1 (f(0)).
This is also true for any subsequent step in which a user
unilaterally improves her cost, thus:

△ci = △Φ, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. (20)

Let us see how a Nash12 Equilibrium (NE) of the atomic users,
emerges as a local minimum of Φ. That is, an atomic flow f∗

with no atomic user willing to reroute unilaterally. Suppose
that the initial routing f(0) in not a NE. Then, at least one
user i can find a path with strictly smaller latency by a value
ϵ. Thus, her induced cost on the new atomic flow f(1) is
ci(1) − ci(0) = △Φ < −ϵ, ϵ > 0. This process can be repeated
a finite number of steps t∗ yielding routings f(0), f(1), . . . , f(t∗)

inducing strictly decreasing potential values Φ(f(0)) > · · · >

Φ(f(t∗)), where eventually at f(t∗) = f∗ the potential hits a
local minimum. But, this number t∗ must be finite, since Φ

at step 0 is finite, Φ always is ≥ 0, and Φ always decreases by
a positive amount (the cost drop per migrant). In words, the
potential sequentially decreases, destined to hit a minimum.

It is easy to see that Φ has minimum at f(t∗) which is a
NE. Any unilateral defection of any user i would increase Φ

(otherwise f(t∗) would not be a minimum), and thus, would
unilaterally increase i’s path latency (i’s latency change equals
Φ change, see (20)). The work in [23] contains a nice exhibition
of a similar sequential process that efficiently reaches an
almost NE.

5. Convexity

5.1. Basic properties

Local criterion of global optimality. We saw intuitively in
Section 1.2 that a WE (social optimum) reduces to minimizing
a cost function with respect to all feasible flows. In particular,

11 The path-vector with the number of users per path.
12 This is called so because users are atomic, while the term

Wardrop refers only to flows (non-atomic users).
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the corresponding minimization programs for optimal and
WE flows appear in (11) and (15) respectively. This is easy
if the cost function is convex, because any local optimum
is a global one. A nice treatment of convexity properties
and optimization appears in [24]. We present, in brief, some
properties to get a feel of this beautiful subject.

Convex set. At first, convex functions are always defined
on a domain which is a convex set. An illustrative way to
present a convex set is by using a two-dimensional example
of plotting. Let us visualize the key property: in a convex two-
dimensional area C ⊆ ℜ

2, you can touch any pair x1, x2 of
points in C, by just walking on the line y = θx1 + (1 − θ)x2
connecting x1 and x2, without touching any point not lying in
C. As parameter 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1 increases you get close to point
x1 and away from x2. This generalizes to higher than two
dimensions: for a convex set (of flows) C ⊆ ℜ

|E| any pair of
points (flows) f1, f2 ∈ C and ∀θ ∈ [0,1] the flow θf1+(1−θ)f2 ∈ C.
It also generalizes to k > 2 points x1, . . . , xk ∈ C: any convex
combination of points is a point θ1x1 + · · · θkxk that belongs in C,
where θ1 + · · · + θk = 1 and ∀i, θi ≥ 0.

Convex hull. If a feasible set C is not convex, it is important
for the optimization to find the smallest convex set that
contains C. This is the convex hull of C, denoted as conv C,
containing all convex combinations of points in C.

Convex function. Intuitively function H : C → ℜ is convex if its
domain C is convex and the chord connecting any two points
H(f1), H(f2) of H plot lies above H plot. More formally, ∀f1, f2 ∈

C and ∀θ ∈ [0,1] it holds H(θf1 + (1− θ)f2) ≤ θH(f1)+ (1− θ)H(f2).

Semiconvex one. A function C : ℜ
+

→ ℜ
+ is semiconvex if the

function x · C(x) is convex. In addition, C is standard if it is
continuously differentiable.

5.2. Convex programming: WE & Optimal flows

NLP (11) & (15) are convex programs wrt edge or path-flows.
First, we address convexity wrt edge-flows. If ∀e ∈ E latency
ℓe(fe) is semiconvex on fe ∈ [0, r] then the objective in NLP (11)
for computing an Optimal edge-flow, is a convex function wrt
the feasible set (7), as a sum of convex functions. This is also
true for NLP (15) for computing a NE wrt the feasible set (7).
Since ∀e ∈ E, each ℓe(fe) is continuously differentiable with

nondecreasing derivative on fe ∈ [0, r]. Then ηe(fe) =
 fe
0 ℓe(t)dt

in (15) is convex on fe ∈ [0, r] and thus (15) is convex, as a sum
of convex functions, over the feasible edge-flows in (7).

Finally, we deal with the convexity wrt path-flows. A proof
of the convexity of the objective in NLP (15) wrt the path-flow
vectors in (5) may follow along the lines in [24, Sec. 3.2.2]. To
see this, the edge-path incidence matrix = (πi,j)|E|×|P | in

(2) is an affine mapping of each path-flow vector x ∈ ℜ
|P | to

an edge-flow y ∈ ℜ
|E|

: y = × x. The composition that maps
each path path-flow vector x to the corresponding objective in
NLP (11)-(15) is realized, if we see these respective objectives
expressed in terms of the path-flow vector x (as the lhs of (10))
or, in terms of the edge-flow y (as the rhs of (10)). Since rhs of
(10) is convex with respect to edge-flow vectors, then [24, Sec.
3.2.2] implies that lhs of (10) is convex with respect to path-
flow ones.
Existence & uniqueness of WE and optimal flows. Beckmann
et al. [25] and Dafermos and Sparrow [19] proved Lemma 2
below, showing that WE exist and induce a unique cost, see
also [13]. Lemma 2 is another consequence of the convexity
of NLP (15), when computing a WE flow, because ∀e ∈ E

term ηe(fe) =
 fe
0 ℓe(t)dt is convex on fe ∈ [0, r], when latency

ℓe(fe) ≥ 0 is continuous and nondecreasing.

Lemma 2 ([25,19,13]). Let instance G such that ∀e ∈ E latency
ℓe(x) is nonnegative, nondecreasing and continuous. Then a WE
flow exists. Also, if f,f are WE flows then C(f) = C(f), particularly,
ℓe(fe) = ℓe(fe), ∀e ∈ E. In turn, each s–t paths P encounters the same
latency ℓP(f) = ℓP(f) per WE flow.

Duffin [26] shows the uniqueness result of Lemma 3 for s–t
networks with edge-latencies strictly monotone, see also [25].
For a more recent account, see Patriksson [1, Section 2.3.2].
Under the same assumptions, Roughgarden [13, Corollary
2.6.4] also shows uniqueness of the NE flow.

Lemma 3. On instance G the NE edge-flow N is unique if ∀e ∈ E
the latency ℓe(fe) ≥ 0 is continuous and strictly increasing on load
fe ∈ [0, r].

Notice that Lemma 3 does not rule out the existence of
instances, with constant latencies on some edges, possessing
a unique NE (Example 4). Lemma 3 implies that the WE, when
viewed as a path-flow, is unique. Corollary 1 below, relaxes the
assumption of Lemma 3, to the so-called graphs with linearly
independent paths [27].

Corollary 1. On instance G suppose that each path P ∈ P contains
an edge e ∈ P such that e does not belong to any other path in P . If
ℓe(x) ≥ 0 is strictly increasing and continuous then the NE path-flow
is unique.

Convexity was the key on proving Lemmas 2 and 3 and
Corollary 1. In turn, NLP (11) is convex, when computing an
Optimal flow, if each latency ℓe(fe) is semiconvex on load
fe ∈ [0, r].

Time complexity. Quadratic separable min cost flow: In 1979
Khachian [28] proved that the Ellipsoid method can solve
a linear program in polynomial time. Kozlov, Tarasov and
Khachian [29] showed that quadratic min cost flow problems
can be solved in polynomial time by Khachian’s algorithm.
More recently, Minoux [30] showed that the scaling technique
of Edmonds and Karp [31], which for linear cost flows
gives a polynomial time bound for the out-of-kilter method,
could be applied also to quadratic separable min cost flows,
establishing a polynomial algorithm for the quadratic min
cost flow problem [30, Th.2-p.385], see the stronger recent
result for multicommodity flows in [32] A detailed survey of
results can be found in [33].

Lemma 4. On instance G with linear latency ℓe(fe) = aefe + be ≥

0, ∀fe ∈ [0, r], and rational coefficients ae, be, ∀e ∈ E, the NLPs (11)
and (15) are solved in polynomial time.

Non-quadratic convex separable min cost flow: Hochbaum and
Shanthikumar [34] showed that this class of problems in
not much harder than linear optimization. They established
an algorithm for finding an ϵ-accurate (determining the
maximum distance between an optimal solution and the
derived solution components) optimal continuous solution in
time polynomial to log(1/ϵ) and the input size and the largest
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subdeterminant of the constraint matrix. This matrix is
symmetric with 0/1 adjacency-indicator values on networks.
Observe that an ϵ-accurate flow solution of NLPs (11) and
(15) is neither NE nor Optimal flow. The way out, is to
work similarly to the non-atomic case in [22] making a
Lipschitz assumption on latencies. According to this, ∃ constant
C ≥ 0 such that ∀0 ≤ x < y ≤ r holds |ℓe(x) − ℓe(y)| ≤

C|x − y|, ∀e ∈ E. Intuitively, infinitesimal changes on flow
components cannot change much of the objective. Then, the
true NE or Optimal flow, while not computed, will not induce
significant overhead on the corresponding cost induced by an
ϵ-accurate flow solution. The above yield:

Lemma 5. On instance G with latency ℓe(x) ≥ 0 nondecreasing,
continuously differentiable and semiconvex ∀e ∈ E an ϵ-accurate
solution, of NLPs (11) and (15) respectively, is obtained in time
polynomial in log(1/ϵ) and the input size.

6. Paradox-ridden networks

Paradox-free and paradox-ridden instances. An instance G
defined on a network G is paradox-free if every subnetwork H
of G has common latency L(H) ≥ L(G). Paradox-free instances
do not suffer from the Braess’s paradox and their PoA in (1)
cannot be improved by any edge removal. If the instance is
not paradox-free, edge removal can decrease the equilibrium
latency (Example 3) thus improving its PoA. An instance G
is paradox-ridden if there is a subnetwork H of G such that
L(H) = L∗(G) = L(G)/ρ(G), where ρ(G) is the PoA of G, see (1).
Namely, the PoA of a paradox-ridden instance can decreases
to 1 by edge removals.

Best Subnetwork. Given instance G, the best subnetwork HB

is a subnetwork of G minimizing the equilibrium latency,
i.e. L(HB) ≤ L(H) for any subnetwork H of G.

6.1. The hardness of computing the best subnetwork for
arbitrary latencies

As we saw (Section 1.5, Example 4) the essence of a paradox-
ridden network is that it contains a “best” subnetwork, that
despite selfish routing, it optimizes the social cost (maximizes
the total happiness) inducing the minimum possible price of
anarchy: PoA = 1. But, there are exponentially many candi-
date subgraphs and up to now there has been no known effi-
cient algorithm of returning the best subnetwork, or, report-
ing that none exists. Recently it was proved [35,13] that it is
not possible to design such an efficient algorithm, unless P =

NP. Below we circumvent this negative result. At this point,
the discussion in Section 1.6 is helpful to realize how the
hardness result relies on the multiplicity of optimal/WE flows
when some of the edges are endowedwith constant latencies.

6.2. Paradox-ridden instances are easy in real world
latencies

Let us broadly assume13 that each edge of the given network
is endowed with a strictly increasing linear14 latency. In

13 This is a quite realistic assumption as Fig. 1 shows.
14 The importance and the historic details about linear latencies

can be found in [13, 3.7 Notes-Section 3.2].
what follows we show that a paradox-ridden instance can be
efficiently detected on such a realistic assumption. We start
with the following lemma. It reduces the problem of detecting
a paradox-ridden network G to the problem of checking
whether there is some optimal flow o that is altogether a
WE on the subnetwork Go consisting only of the edges with
positive flow wrt o.

Lemma 6. Let G be an instance defined on a network G(V, E). Then
G is paradox-ridden iff there is an optimal flow o that is also a WE
on the subnetwork Go(V, Eo) with Eo = {e ∈ E : oe > 0}.

Proof

• If there is an optimal flow o that is a WE on Go, then Go
is a subnetwork of G with common latency L(Go) equal to
the best possible common latency L∗(G), thus G is paradox-
ridden.

• If G is paradox-ridden, let H be a subnetwork of G with
L(H) = L∗(G), and let f be a WE on H. The flow f is a WE
flow on Gf (V, Ef ) as well. Moreover, since L(f) = L∗(G), f is
an optimal flow of G. Hence, there is an optimal flow that is
aWE on the subnetwork with edges Ef which have positive
flow by f . �

By Lemma 6, our task of detecting paradox-ridden
networks reduces to checking if an optimal flow o is a WE,
i.e. if o induces the same latency to all of the paths it uses.
Clearly, this task is not obvious if the network has many
optimal flows. Because we may need to check all optimal
flows until we encounter aWE one. This is exactly the heart of
the proof of hardness of detecting paradox-ridden networks
as discussed in Section 1.6.

Under the broad assumption of strictly increasing linear
latencies, the optimal flow is unique (Lemma 3), yet it
is efficiently computed (Lemma 4). In addition, checking
whether the optimal flow o is a WE on Go can be performed by
a shortest path computation. Hence we obtain the following
theorem.

Theorem 1. Paradox-ridden instances can be detected in polyno-
mial time for instances with strictly increasing linear latency func-
tions.

Proof Computing the (unique) optimal flow o for an
instance G with strictly increasing linear latencies reduces to
solving a convex quadratic separable min cost flow problem,
which can be performed in polynomial time (Lemma 4). To
check whether o is a WE flow on the subnetwork Go(V, Eo),
we compute the length d(v) of the shortest s–v path wrt the
edge lengths {ℓe(oe)}e∈Eo for all vertices v ∈ V. Then o is a WE
flow if for every edge (u, v) ∈ Eo, d(v) = d(u) + ℓ(u,v)(o(u,v)) (see
e.g. [36, Proposition 2.10]). Since the optimal flow o is unique,
we use Lemma 6 and decide whether G is paradox-ridden in
polynomial time. �

6.3. It remains easy even if we allow some no real world
latencies

What network features are modeled by constant latencies? In
real world instances [2], edges with constant latencies model
links of the network with high capacity that diminish any
congestion effect. For example, we can think some highways
on a transportation network that commuters can travel “un-
stoppably” fast even if all the remaining roads suffer their
worst traffic jam. But such highly capacitated links seem ex-
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pensive to construct and it is natural to assume that any real
world network contains, if any, only a small number of these.

Thus, it is natural to ask to what extent a paradox-ridden
instance can be efficiently detected, in the realm of some
edges with constant latencies in it.

Constant latencies may yield many optimal flows. Let us
allow some edges with constant latencies amongst the edges
with strictly increasing linear latencies. Formally, let G be an
instance defined on a network G(V, E) with linear latencies
ℓe(x) = aex + be, let Ec

= {e ∈ E : ae = 0} be the set of edges
with constant latencies, let Ei

= E \ Ec be the set of edges with
strictly increasing latencies.

Our target is to formulate a more general (compared to
Theorem 1) sufficient condition under which the problem
of detecting paradox-ridden networks can be decided in
polynomial time. As discussed in the previous paragraph, this
target is easy to accomplish, provided that the set O of the
different optimal flows of G is not too large.

More precisely, if there are |Ec
| > 0 constant edges, it

may be that |O| > 1, in which case Lemma 6 reduces the
problem of detecting paradox-ridden graphs to examining if
some optimal flow o ∈ O also is a WE on Go. This is efficient,
provided that a procedure generates all optimal flows in O in
polynomial time.

Optimal flows can differ only wrt constant edges. Notice that
there may be many optimal flows, but these are much alike.
In particular, all optimal flows in O assign the same traffic
to the edges in Ei endowed with strictly increasing latencies,
while the corresponding traffic is possible to fluctuate only on
edges in Ec endowed with constant latencies. This property is
a consequence of Lemmata 2 and 3.

Checking optimal flows reduces to a Linear Program. This
property is quite beneficial, since the problem of checking
the flows in O reduces to checking the solutions of a Linear
Program described below.

Assuming a fixed optimal flow o of G (computed efficiently
by Lemma 4), we formulate Linear Program (LP) below. The
feasible solutions of (LP) correspond to all (G-feasible) flows
that agree with the optimal flows on the edges in Ei with
strictly increasing latencies. The variables of (LP) are the flows
assigned to the edges in Ec with constant latency. (LP) satisfies
the standard flow-preservation constraints, while preserving
that each edge in Ei has a fixed flow by o. Formally, the (LP)
minimizes the social cost (11) of a flow f (Section 3) and takes
the form:

(LP):min
f

C(f) = min
−
e∈Ec

feℓe(fe)

= min
∑

e∈Ec
febe, such that−

u:(v,u)∈Ei

o(v,u) +

−
u:(v,u)∈Ec

f(v,u)

=
∑

u:(u,v)∈Ei
o(u,v) +

∑
u:(u,v)∈Ec

f(u,v), ∀v ∈ V \ {s, t}−
u:(s,u)∈Ei

o(s,u) +

−
u:(s,u)∈Ec

f(s,u) = 1, flow-out s ∈ V−
u:(u,t)∈Ei

o(u,t) +

−
u:(u,t)∈Ec

f(u,t) = 1, flow-in t ∈ V

fe ≥ 0, ∀e ∈ Ec.

(LP) has a variable fe for each edge e ∈ Ec endowed with
constant latency, i.e. the terms of the objective function
correspond only to the edges of Ec. All o-related terms are
fixed and determined by o and may appear only in the flow-
conservation constraint per node v ∈ V. In particular, a
feasible solution to (LP) corresponds to a G-feasible flow that
agrees with o (and any other optimal flow in O) on all edges
in Ei with strictly increasing linear latencies. Let F be the set
of optimal solutions of (LP). Thus an optimal solution f ∈ F of
(LP) corresponds to a flow that agrees with o on all edges in Ei

and allocates traffic to the edges in Ec so that their total cost
is minimized. Once more we stress here that the total cost on
the edges in Ei, namely the term

∑
e∈Ei (aeo2e +beoe), is fixed for

all feasible solutions f ∈ F (and for each o′
∈ O) and does not

take part in the objective function of the (LP) above. Hence,
every optimal solution to (LP) corresponds to an optimal flow
in O. On the other hand, every optimal flow o′

∈ O has o′
e = oe

for all e ∈ Ei, and is translated into an optimal solution f ∈ F
of (LP) by setting fe = o′

e for all e ∈ Ec. Therefore, there is a
one-to-one correspondence between the optimal solutions F
of (LP) and the optimal flows in O, yielding the following:

Lemma 7. The number |O| of optimal flows of a selfish routing
instance G with linear latencies is equal to the number |F | of
optimal solutions to (LP). Moreover, each optimal solution f ∈ F
of the (LP) can be translated into an optimal flow o′

∈ O of G, and
vice versa.

Given an optimal flow o, Lemma 7 reduces the problem
of checking if there is a o′

∈ O that is a WE on Go′ to
the problem of generating all optimal solutions of (LP) and
checking whether some of them can be translated into a WE
on the corresponding subnetwork. This can be performed in
polynomial time if (LP) has a unique optimal solution, see
e.g. [37, Theorem 2] on how to decide the uniqueness of the
optimal solution of a Linear Program. Thus,

Theorem 2. The problem of detecting a paradox-ridden network
can be decided in polynomial time for instances with linear latency
functions where (LP) has a unique optimal solution.

In fact, it suffices to generate the optimal basic feasible
solutions, since (LP) allocates traffic to constant latency edges
only. Hence, if a feasible solution f can be translated into a
WE on the corresponding subnetwork, this holds for any other
feasible solution f ′ with {e : f ′

e > 0} ⊆ {e : fe > 0}. Therefore,
the approach above can be extended to instances where (LP)
has a small number of basic feasible solutions (i.e. polynomial
many in m). For example, this class includes instances with a
constant number of constant latency edges.

7. Networks that are not paradox-ridden

Edge deletions cannot always induce the social optimum.Our
main concern so far was to compute the best subnetwork on
input paradox-ridden instances (Example 4). However, many
instances are not paradox-ridden (Example 3). In words, the
best subnetwork is not possible to decrease the common
latency deep down to the optimum cost (the optimum flow
o is not also a WE on the induced subnetwork Go), thus the
induced PoA is > 1.

The target. On input a network G (not paradox-ridden as
in Example 3) it seems meaningful to compute the “best”
subnetwork G∗

⊆ G that induces via edge deletions the
maximum possible drop on selfish common latency L(G∗),
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albeit with cost greater than the optimum social cost C(o).
That is, on unit flow this means:

L(G∗) = min
H⊆G

L(H) >
C(o)

r
=

L(G)

ρ(G)
(21)

with ρ(G) above defined in (1). However, this task is
not obvious since there are exponentially many candidate
subnetworks H ⊆ G for G∗ that take part in the optimization
of (21), even if the input instance G has polynomially many s–t
paths in P . To see this, assume that WE flow assigns positive
flow to only k of the µ = |P | available paths of G. A brute force
search would require to test


µ

k


possible k-tuples of paths for

eventually identifying G∗. But this number is exponential on
µ if k = Ω(µ).

7.1. Approximating the best subnetwork

Detecting G∗ by playing a random one person game. An
appealing idea is to cast the problem of detecting the best
subnetwork G∗ in a network G with µ s–t paths, as a
game played by Mary (a one person game). Mary’s available
strategies are the

∑µ

k=1


µ

k


available k-tuples of s–t paths

in G. Each such k-tuple defines a subnetwork H ⊆ G: just
delete each edge not traversed by any of these k paths, with a
characteristic selfish common latency L(H) induced by theWE
on H. Mary’s payoff amounts to −L(G) andwishes tomaximize
it wrt H ⊆ G (find H minimizing the selfish common latency).

A “sparse” G∗ is detectable, but, G∗ would not be always
small. Mary’s headache is that she has to search amongst
exponentially many strategies to find the best one achieving
the latency of (21). Suppose that her best strategy consists of
k = O(1) paths, that is, the best subnetwork G∗ minimizing
(21) is a small subnetwork. This is effective, since there are

µ
O(1)


= µO(1) possible strategies to explore. This approach

yields a subexponential algorithm, even if the paths of G∗

grow up to O(logµ). However, this approach becomes hopeless
as soon as G∗ grows large, say up to

√
µ paths.

A “sparse” G∗ always approximates G∗ within error ε >

0. In what follows we show that Mary can always find a
“small” subnetwork G∗ that induces the latency of the best
subnetwork G∗ in (21) within an error ε > 0:

L(G∗) ≤ L(G∗) + ε. (22)

Such a conveniently “small” subnetwork consists of O(
logm

ε2
)

many paths, with m = |E|. Thus, it is efficiently detectable
by exhaustive search amongst the µ available paths, provided
that µ = poly(m).

To prove that G∗ exists: use the Probabilistic Method. A
standard approach to show the existence of a combinatorial
object with desired properties (the k-tuple of paths of G∗) is
via the Probabilistic Method [38].

• First, assume an appropriate probability distribution over
the objects of the sample space. Here the objects are all
the k-tuples of paths, k = 1, . . . , µ, over the µ available s–t
paths of G.

• The probability distribution is not necessary to be known,
nor to be computed. Any reasonable distribution would
suffice. Here the distribution is the unknown WE flow on
the best subnetwork G∗ (wlg r = 1).

• The distribution only has to be appropriately tuned as to
imply that the probability of the desired object (the k-tuple
giving G∗) is > 0. This is usually referred as “the probability
of a good event”.

• This usually follows by showing that the probability of any
“bad event” occurs is < 1.

To this end, in Lemma 8 we show that any flow can be
approximated by a “sparce” flow: it assigns positive load to
at most a logarithmic (in m = |E|) number of paths. The proof
is along the lines of the proof of Althöfer’s “Sparsification”
Lemma [39].

Lemma 8. Let G be an instance defined in a network G(V, E), and
let f be any G-feasible flow. For any ε > 0, there is a G-feasible flow
f̃ that assigns positive traffic to at most


log(2m)/(2ε2)


+1 paths,

such that |f̃e − fe| ≤ ε, for all edges e.

Proof We shall illustrate this proof by taking carefully the
above basic steps of the probabilistic method.

• First, we need to assume a probability distribution over the
µ paths in P . We recall that the traffic rate r is normalized
to 1. We are free to interpret the flow f as the desired
probability distribution. Thus fj is the probability that path
j = 1, . . . , µ is selected. Formally, define k independent
identically distributed random variables P1, . . . , Pk, each
taking an integer value in [µ] according to distribution f .
Namely, for all i ∈ [k] and j ∈ [µ], P[Pi = j] = fj.

• Observe that f is unknown and hard to compute. In fact, our
target is to approximate f via the sparser f̃ one.

• Now we define a surprisingly simple random experiment
wrt to the unknown f . Let ε be any fixed positive number.
We select k =


log(2m)/(2ε2)


+ 1 paths uniformly at

random with replacement according to the unknown
probability distribution f . In this sample space we shall
show that a good event (sparse flow f̃ ) exists with positive
probability. Indeed, this sparse path-flow vector f̃ is easily
computed by assigning to each path j a rational number Fj.
It equals to the number of times path j is selected divided
by the number k of random path selections. That is, for
each path j ∈ [µ], let Fj be a random variable defined as Fj =

|{i ∈ [k] : Pi = j}|/k. Observe that linearity of expectation
yields E[Fj] = fj for each path j ∈ P . Thus, the sparse flow is

f̃ = (F1, . . . , Fµ), with ≤ k positive entries, and our target is
to show that it ε-approximates f with positive probability.

• It remains to prove that the probability of any bad event
is <1. Roughly speaking, bad events are defined in terms
of the flow that f̃ assigns on the edges in E. In particular,
a bad event wrt edge e occurs when the flow Fe that e re-
ceives wrt to the sparse f̃ exceeds a given error ε > 0 from
its corresponding ideal value fe wrt the unknown distribu-
tion f . Standard Chernoff bounds yield that on each edge e
a bad event occurs with P[|Fe − fe| > ε] < 1/m, thus, at least
one bad event -amongst the m = |E| possible- occurs with
probability |E| × 1/m < 1.

• Let us make the above sketch formal. For each edge e ∈ E
and each random variable Pi, i ∈ [k], we define an indica-
tor variable Fe,i that is 1 if e is included in the path indi-
cated by Pi, and 0 otherwise. Since the random variables
{Pi}i∈[k] are independent, for every fixed edge e, the vari-
ables {Fe,i}i∈[k] are independent as well. In addition, for ev-
ery edge e, let Fe be a random variable defined as the av-
erage of the indicator variables Fe,i, i.e. Fe =

1
k
∑k

i=1 Fe,i. By
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the definition of the random variables {Fj}j∈[µ], Fe is equal
to the sum of Fj’s over all paths j that include e. Formally,

Fe =
∑

j:e∈j Fj =
1
k
∑k

i=1 Fe,i. By linearity of expectation,
E[Fe] = fe for all edges e. Since

∑m
j=1 Fj = 1, we can in-

terpret the value of each Fj as an amount of flow assigned
to path j, and the value of each Fe as an amount of flow
assigned to edge e. Then the random variables F1, . . . , Fµ

define a (G-feasible) flow on G that assigns positive traf-
fic to at most k paths and agrees with f on expectation.
It suffices to show that the probability that there is an
edge e with |Fe − fe| > ε is less than 1. By applying the
Chernoff–Hoeffding bound15, we obtain that for each fixed
edge e, the probability of a bad event is:

P[|Fe − fe| > ε] ≤ 2e−2ε2k < 1/m.

The first inequality holds because E[Fe] = fe, and Fe is the
average of k independent 0/1 random variables. For the
second inequality, we use that k > log(2m)/(2ε2).

By applying the union bound, we obtain that P[∃e : |Fe −

fe| > ε] < m(1/m) = 1. Therefore, for any integer k >

log(2m)/(2ε2), there is positive probability that the (G-feasible)
flow (F1, . . . , Fm), which assigns positive flow to at most k
paths, satisfies |Fe − fe| ≤ ε for all e ∈ E. By the Probabilistic
Method (see e.g. [38]), there is a flow f̃ with the properties of
(F1, . . . , Fµ). �

For any ε > 0, let ϵ1 > 0 depend on ε and on some
parameters of the instance G. Lemma 8 guarantees the
existence of an ϵ1-approximation f̃ to a WE flow f on the
best subnetwork G∗ that assigns positive traffic to at most
log(2m)/(2ϵ21)


+ 1 paths. If the network G has polynomially

many paths, such an f̃ can be found in subexponential time
wrt m = |E| by exhaustive search. In Theorem 3 below we
show that if all paths in G are relatively short, f̃ is an ε-
WE flow (Definition 2) on G∗, and all players’ latencies in f̃
are at most L(G∗) + ε/2. Thus, we obtain a subexponential
approximation scheme for the problem of approximating the
best subnetwork.

Sketch of Theorem 3. If we knew WE f , then each loaded path
in G∗ would have common latency L(G∗). Suppose we have
computed sparse flow f , then Lemma 8 guarantees that no
bad event occurs. In words, f may fluctuate wrt to f within
an error ϵ1 on all edges of G∗: |fe − f̃e| ≤ ϵ1, ∀e ∈ G∗. In turn,
per edge e, sparsef induces the same edge latency L(G∗) as f ,
plus a small error ϵ1 × ae. Clearly, we could afford this error
summed up over all edges on a loaded byf path P, provided
that |P| was sufficiently small (a short path). Then each loaded
path byf would have path latency ℓP(f) which is close enough
to L(G∗), thus satisfying the definition of an approximate WE
(Definition 2).

Theorem 3. Let G = (G(V, E), (aex + be)e∈E,1) be an instance with
linear latency functions, let α = maxe∈E{ae}, and let G∗ be the best
subnetwork of G. For some constants d1, d2, let |P | ≤ md1 and
|P| ≤ logd2 m, for all P ∈ P . Then, for any ε > 0, we can compute

15 We use the following form of the Chernoff–Hoeffding bound
(see e.g. [40]): Let X1, . . . , Xk be random variables independently
distributed in [0,1], and let X =

1
k
∑k

i=1 Xi. Then, for all ε > 0,

P[|X − E[X]| > ε] ≤ 2e−2ε2k, where e = 2.71 . . . is the basis of natural
logarithms.
in time

mO(d1α2 log2d2+1(2m)/ε2)

a flow f̃ that is an ε-WE flow on G
f̃
and satisfies ℓP(f̃) ≤ L(G∗)+ε/2,

for all paths P in G
f̃
.

Proof Let ε > 0 be any fixed constant, let ϵ1 =

ε/(2α logd2 (2m)), and let f be aWE flow on the best subnetwork
G∗. Then, L(f) = L(G∗). In the following, we assume wlog that
f is acyclic, and that G∗ is precisely Gf (V, Ef ). By applying
Lemma 8 to G∗ and f with approximation parameter ϵ1, we
obtain that there is a G-feasible flow f̃ on G∗ that assigns
positive flow to at most

k =


log(2m)

2ϵ21


+ 1 =


2α2 log2d2+1(2m)

ε2


+ 1

paths, and satisfies |fe − f̃e| ≤ ϵ1 for all edges e in G∗, and f̃e = 0
for all16 edges e outside G∗. Since f is acyclic, f̃ is acyclic too.

Next we show that f̃ is an ε-WE flow on the subnetwork
G

f̃
(V, E

f̃
) determined by the edges used by f̃ . For every path

P ∈ PG
f̃

⊆ PG∗ , ℓP(f) =
∑

e∈P(aefe + be) = L(G∗), since f is a WE

flow on G∗. In addition, since f̃e ≤ fe + ϵ1 for all edges e in G∗,
and thus for all edges in G

f̃
,

ℓP(f̃) ≤

−
e∈P

(ae(fe + ϵ1) + be)

≤ L(G∗) + |P|α ϵ1

≤ L(G∗) + ε/2,

where the last inequality follows from the choice of ϵ1 and the
polylogarithmic upper bound on the length |P| of each path
P ∈ P in G. Similarly, using that f̃e ≥ fe − ϵ1 for all edges e in
G∗, we show that for every path P ∈ PG

f̃
, ℓP(f̃) ≥ L(G∗) − ε/2.

Therefore, there is a G-feasible acyclic flow f̃ that assigns
positive flow to at most k paths, is an ε-WE flow on G

f̃
, and

satisfies |ℓP(f̃) − L(G∗)| ≤ ε/2 for all paths P in G
f̃
.

A flow with the properties of f̃ can be computed in
time mO(d1k) by exhaustive search. In particular, for each
multiset with k paths from P , we generate the corresponding
flow g in the same way that in the proof of Lemma 8,
the flow (F1, . . . , Fµ) is constructed from (the actual values
of) P1, . . . , Pk. If the subnetwork Gg is acyclic, we check
whether g is an ε-WE flow on Gg. This can be performed
by computing the minimum and the maximum latency
paths in Gg, and checking whether their latencies differ
by at most ε. Since Gg is a directed acyclic network, the
minimum and the maximum latency paths can be computed
in polynomial time. Among all acyclic flows that are ε-WE
flows on the corresponding subnetworks, we return the one
that minimizes the latency on the maximum latency path.
Since exhaustive search encounters f̃ , this latency cannot
exceed L(G∗) + ε/2. Hence, we return a flow that is an ε-WE
flow on the corresponding subnetwork, and has all its path
latencies bounded from above by L(G∗) + ε/2. Since G has at
most md1 different paths, there are at most md1k different
multisets with k paths from P , and the exhaustive search
takes at most mO(d1k) time. �

16 These edges receive no flow by the unknown distribution f ,
thus, these have 0 probability of being selected due to the random
experiment.
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8. Conclusions

In this work we presented some important topics about self-
ish network routing, with focus on the prevalence of Braess’s
Paradox, in an introductory and detailed way. In a combinato-
rial parlance, when a network G is handed, the paradox boils
down to detecting the best subnetwork (wrt minimum com-
mon latency) G∗

⊆ G that can be induced by arbitrary edge
deletions on G. In particular, for the important case of edges
endowed with linear latency functions, we showed how to al-
leviate recent hardness results, by essentially reducing the
problem of detecting paradox-ridden (most vulnerable) net-
works to a Linear Program. Finally, we introduced a new per-
spective, embarking from the area of 2-player matrix games,
toward approximating the best subnetwork G∗

⊆ G that can
be induced by arbitrary edge deletions.
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